GS FOUNDATION
COURSE 2022-2023
IAS Coaching classes
For nurturing today's young minds &
inspiring tomorrow's leaders

Go, change the world

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS
RV Training Academy's UPSC GS Foundation 2022-23 has
come up with a unique methodology to cover the entire
spectrum of UPSC Syllabus blended with Answer-Writing,
Test Series and Current Affairs. The course is specially
curated to ensure holistic and comprehensive learning
achieved through a protracted and measured process.

BASIC NCERT FOUNDATION
Strategically designed syllabus to save time from NCERT
books to gain focus for prelims in the most simplified
manner

ANSWER Writing practice
Coaching on answer writing techniques, evaluation and
feedback with focus on Mains Test Series

Weekly current Affairs
Consolidated and Capsulated Coaching
on Current Affairs

Prelims Classes

Comprehensive coverage of both static and
dynamic syllabii

Mains upgradation
A step-up approach designed to cover the syllabus
extensively from basic to advanced level of preparation

Personalised Mentoring
One-on-One Gap Analysis, SWOT Assessment,
Feedback, Guidance and Tutoring

Study Material
Topic-wise, Comprehensive and Latest Knowledge Base
and Study Material (Digital and Print)

COURSE DELIVERY
BASIC NCERT FOUNDATION
NCERTs are the stepping stone to UPSC CSE preparation.
These classes provide a unique opportunity to learn NCERT in
alignment with UPSC syllabus by CBSE experts.
It will lay a solid foundation of concepts as a
base for analysis and help in developing the perspective
& approach needed for the preparation.

Mains Integrated Class
Once the foundation is laid, next the focus will be on
covering the entire UPSC Mains syllabus. The students
will be equipped with critical thinking skills along with
elaborate and detailed sessions largely from Mains
perspective. These classes will also cement the basics
of prelims and further polish the skills for analysis and
problem solving. Once the foundation is laid, further the
focus will be on covering the entire syllabus.

Weekly Current Affairs
Current Affairs are at the core of preparation for any
candidate aspiring to crack the UPSC. It contains not just
the facts, but examination relevant analysis. Brainstorming
sessions through mindmaps is one unique feature
that we offer.

Prelims Classes
In this Prelims phase, students are encouraged to gain
holistic knowledge on various subjects.Emphasis is laid on
comprehensive syllabus coverage, daily newspaper analysis,
brainstorming sessions, interactive mindmaps and
techniques related to speed and memory enhancement.

Mains Upgradation
After Prelims, Mains classes are conducted to upgrade
subject knowledge relevant to Mains Exam. Simulated Tests
based on UPSC Pattern to check one's preparation level.
Focus is laid on answwer writing strategies, corelation of
static portion with the current affairs and time management.
improvement. Special focus on essay writing techniques and
ethics case studies.

PRELIMS AND MAINS TEST SERIES
Well-designed test papers will focus on testing concepts as
well as factual knowledge as per UPSC Pattern.
Total 45 Tests: 20 Sub Sectional Test , 9 Sectional , 4 Current
Affairs 12 Mock Tests (GS+CSAT)
Sub Sectional Test: Each subject will be divided into
Subtopics to bring more depth to the preparation. These
weekly tests will be of 100 Questions each
Sectional Tests: Each subject mentioned in the UPSC
syllabus & Current Affairs will be catered to and each test
will consist of 100 Questions
Mock Tests: Mock tests will be conducted on UPSC pattern.
Paper -1 will consist of 100 Questions and Paper -2 will
consist of 80 Questions
Performance Analysis including Test Report, Detailed
Analysis & Integrated All India Ranking for Online &
Classroom Aspirants

Regular Mains Tests will be conducted to help monitor the
students' progress and provide additional coaching
and guidance as appropriate.
20 tests, including 12 sectional and 8 mock tests to cover
the entire subject in its length and breadth.
12 Sectional Tests to judge Candidate's Concepts &
Inter-Disicipinary Approach
8 Mock tests will be conducted on the pattern of UPSC.
Model Answers will consist of Important Concepts &
Supplementary Notes
Detailed discussion on each Sectional Test.
Value Added Test Discussions along with Approach to
Answer

Answer sheets will be evaluated by experts only.
Insightful Evaluation & Feedback
Evaluation will be done within a week's time.

ESSAY writing program
Enrich Essay writing skills, coaching on techniques and
methodologies.
Group Discussions and Brain-Storming
Structure, flow and presentation.
One on One discussion after evaluation with RVTA Faculty.

COURSE FAQ
What is this Course all about?
This course has been curated for students who want to
appear for the UPSC CSE with a strong foundation. The
course will prepare a firm ground for students to get exams
ready to appear for UPSC CSE in the years 2023 and 2024.

Who can get enrolled in this Course?
Students who are in the final years of their graduation/post-graduation, professionals and fresh graduates who
want to embark on the journey of Civil Services Examination
preparation.

What is the total coverage of this Course?
The course will cover General Studies for Prelims and GS1,
GS2, GS3, GS4 and Essay papers for Mains along with
weekly Current Affairs and Test Series for
Prelims, Mains, Essay.

What will be the duration of this course?
The course will be of 9 months duration

How will Current Affairs be covered?
Weekly Current Affairs classes will be provided for the
coverage of current Issues of GS Paper 1, 2, 3, 4 & Essay

Will, I get study material?
Yes, complete Study material will be provided for the
papers covered.

Does this course include Optional Subjects?
No, this course is designed for General Studies only.
However, appropriate Coaching and Guidance for Optional
Subject would be provided based on demand.

What will be the mode of instruction for this Course?
The course will be available both in online and offline mode.

Does this course include test series also?
Yes, it includes test series for Prelims, GS Mains and Essay.

Scan to know more
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